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A few years ago Westinghouse started the development of a new method for
criticality calculations for spent nuclear fuel storage pools called “PHOENIX-to
–MCNP” (PHX2MCNP). PHX2MCNP transfers burn-up data from the code
PHOENIX to use in MCNP in order to calculate the criticality. This thesis describes a
work with the purpose to further validate the new method first by validating the
software MCNP5 at higher water temperatures than room temperature and, in a
second step, continue the development of the method by adding a new feature to the
old script. Finally two studies were made to examine the effect from decay time on
criticality and to study the possibility to limit the number of transferred isotopes used
in the calculations.
MCNP was validated against 31 experiments and a statistical evaluation of the results
was done. The evaluation showed no correlation between the water temperature of
the pool and the criticality. This proved that MCNP5 can be used in criticality
calculations in storage pools at higher water temperature.
The new version of the PHX2MCNP script is called PHX2MCNP version 2 and has
the capability to distribute the burnable absorber gadolinium into several radial zones
in one pin. The decay time study showed that the maximum criticality occurs
immediately after the takeout from the reactor as expected.
The last study, done to evaluate the possibility to limit the isotopes transferred from
PHOENIX to MCNP showed that Case A, a case with the smallest number of
isotopes, is conservative for all sections of the fuel element. Case A, which contains
only some of the actinides and the strongest absorber of the burnable absorbers
gadolinium 155, could therefore be used in future calculations.
Finally, the need for further validation of the method is discussed.
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SAMMANFATTNING
Konstruktionen i alla kärntekniska anläggningar grundas på ett stort
säkerhetsarbete. En eventuell kärnkraftsolycka kan få stora konsekvenser för miljö
och hälsa. På grund av detta ställs stora krav på all kärnteknisk verksamhet
avseende bland annat dokumentation, analyser och beräkningar på
säkerhetsområdet. En av de viktigaste aspekterna ur säkerhetssynpunkt är
förhindrandet av kriticitetsolyckor. Med kriticitet menas en självgående
kedjereaktion i bränslet och om denna blir okontrollerbar kan en kriticitetsolycka
uppstå. Under årens lopp har kriticitetsolyckor förekommit, de två första redan
under mitten av 1940 talet. Dessa olyckor ledde till två personers död och de innebar
starten för ett stort kriticitetssäkerhetsarbete.
I Västerås har Westinghouse en av Europas kärnbränslefabriker. Fabriken har
funnits i 40 år och skulle inte ha funnits kvar om det inte vore för väl dokumenterad
säkerhet för det levererade bränslet, såväl under produktion och transport som
förvaring av bränslet. Som grund för denna dokumentation använder sig
Westinghouse av flera olika analys- och beräkningsprogram samt olika metodiker.
För kriticitetsberäkningar i bassängförråd har man använt sig av metoden
PHOENIX-KENO som grundar sig i en koppling mellan programmen PHOENIX och
KENO. Denna metodik har dock flera nackdelar och därför började Westinghouse
utveckla en ny metodik för kriticitetsberäkningar. Metoden heter PHX2MCNP och
innebär
att
materialsammansättningar
hos
bränslet
överförs
från
utbränningsprogrammet
PHOENIX
till
MCNP
för
tredimensionella
kriticitetsberäkningar. Ett program utvecklades för att sköta överföringen och
metodiken validerades. Snart insåg Westinghouse att metodiken behöver ytterligare
validering och detta ledde till detta examensarbete.
Syftet med detta examensarbete har varit att validera metoden PHX2MCNP
ytterligare. Detta har utförts genom att dels validera MCNP5 för användning i
bassänger med högre vattentemperaturer samt att uppgradera programmet till en
ny version. Slutligen har två studier gjorts för att undersöka dels avklingningens
effekt på kriticitet och dels att undersöka möjligheten för att begränsa antalet
överförda isotoper mellan programmen.
MCNP5 har validerats genom att jämföra dess resultat för 31 stycken heterogena
system med resultaten från de 31 experimenten för samma system. Dessa 31 system
har liknande geometrier och består av 16 stycken bränsleelement. De skiljer sig åt
via vattentemperaturen, den kritiska härdhöjden, borhalt i vattnet, H/U och H/X.
Två olika set av tvärsnittsbibliotek har studerats för MCNP. Termiska
tvärsnittsbibliotek har använts men då tvärsnittsvärden för de sökta
temperaturerna inte fanns antogs ett linjärt samband mellan dessa och
interpolation användes. En statistisk analys utfördes och resultatet visade inge
korrelation mellan temperaturen på vattnet och kriticiteten. Detta tyder på att
metodiken med termiska tvärsnittsbibliotek går att använda.
Den nya versionen av programmet PHX2MCNP kallas nu PHX2MCNP version 2 och
fungerar snarlikt som versionen innan. Via den nya versionen har användaren
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möjlighet att fördela den brännbara absorbatorn gadolinium i flera olika radiella
zoner i MCNP. Detta innebär att fördelningen av gadoliniumet blir mer
verklighetstroget där gadolinium förbränns utifrån och in i bränslekutsen.
För att studera påverkan från avklingning på kriticiteten beräknades kriticiteten
via PHX2MCNP för olika avklingningar. Korta avklingningstider mellan 0 - 370
dagar studerades samt för längre avklingningstider 0-100 år. Studien visade tydligt
att kriticiteten klingar av ju längre tid det går. Detta betyder att kriticiteten är som
störst direkt efter att bränsleelementen tas ut från reaktorn.
Tre olika fall studerades för att utvärdera möjligheten till att begränsa antalet
isotoper som översätts från PHOENIX till MCNP. Det ena fallet, Case A, tog bara
hänsyn till vissa av aktiniderna samt den brännbara absorbatorn gadolinium. Case
B tog även med några av de fissionsprodukter som bildas och i Case C fanns alla
översättningsbara isotoper med. Kriticiteten beräknades vid utbränningen 11 000
MWd/tU. Tre olika geometrier studerades och elementet delades in i tre zoner.
Studien visade att Case A gav konservativa resultat för alla av geometrierna och i
alla zoner i jämförelse med PHOENIX-KENO. Isotoperna i Case A kan därför vara
en lämplig begränsning i antalet isotoper för framtida beräkningar.
Valideringen som har utförts för PHX2MCNP metodiken är fortfarande begränsad
och fler system borde studeras vidare. Till exempel bör det undersökas om
isotoperna i fall A ger konservativa resultat även för andra bassänger.
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ABBREVIATIONS
EALF

Energy corresponding to the Average neutron Lethargy causing
Fission

ENDF

Evaluated Nuclear Data Files

H/U

Moderation ratio for Hydrogen to Uranium

H/X

Moderation ratio for Hydrogen to Uranium-235

keff

Effective neutron multiplication factor

MCNP5

Monte Carlo N-Particle version 5

USL

Upper Subcritical Limit

PHX2MCNP

PHOENIX to MCNP
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1 INTRODUCTION
The nuclear industry depends on safety due to the possible severe impacts on the
environment from an accident. The most important safety issue today is the
prevention of criticality accidents. Criticality means the formation of a selfsustainable neutron chain reaction and a criticality accident is either an unintended
formation of a critical mass or an unexpected behavior of a critical mass. The result
is a radioactive source which could harm both humans and environment [1].
Criticality accidents are divided into three categories, accidents that occur in
commercial power plants, those that occur in process facilities and those that occur
during critical experiments or in research reactors. The accident in Chernobyl in
1986 was an example of an accident in a commercial power plant. Typical for an
accident in process facilities is that the personnel operating the process are not
experts in criticality physics and could if a criticality accident occurs, be just an
arms length away from it. The safety in the process facilities are therefore based on
the prevention of criticality by administrative and physical controls. The criticality
experiments are on the other hand done by experts in the criticality field and done to
study the effects and events of criticality. In addition, these planned experiments are
done in a shielded environment and with the use of remote manipulation [2].
Several criticality accidents have occurred since the middle of the 1900. The first two
fatal accidents occurred with the same core in the Los Alamos National Laboratory
in the US in 1945 and 1946. The core was a plutonium sphere used for criticality
measurements. The first accident occurred in August 1945 when an experimenter
manually stacked the tungsten carbide reflector plates around the plutonium core,
as seen in Figure 1. When he was about to lay the last brick he noticed by the
neutron counters that the brick would make the assembly supercritical and he
quickly withdrew the brick. As he did this the brick suddenly slipped from his hand
and landed on top of the assembly [2]. The result was a supercritical assembly which
produced a blue flash due to all the resulting fissions [3]. The experimenter quickly
pushed the brick away and dismantled the remaining of the assemblies before he
went to the hospital. He died 28 days later [2]. The second accident occurred in the
late spring the following year. A senior scientist was about to demonstrate the
technique for making a critical assembly for several people. The assembly consisted
of the plutonium sphere and two hemispheres of beryllium as a reflector. The
scientist was slowly lowering the upper part of the hemisphere by holding it with his
thumb and the tip of a screwdriver, as seen in Figure 2. When the screwdriver
slipped the resulting configuration became supercritical and exposed the scientist
and the observing personnel to large amount of radiation. The top hemisphere slid
off by itself after a while. The scientist who performed the experiment died nine days
later, the rest of the personnel received a large but non lethal dose [3].
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Figure 1 The plutonium sphere partially reflected by the tungstencarbide blocks [2]

Figure 2 The configuration of beryllium reflector shells [2]
Since the nuclear accidents during the 1900 the demands on criticality safety has
increased and become the number one priority in nuclear safety. It is therefore
important to document that the nuclear industry is safe during the whole lifecycle of
nuclear fuel.
In Västerås in Sweden Westinghouse has one of Europe’s fuel factories for nuclear
fuel. The factory can deliver up to 400 tonnes uranium every year to costumers all
over the world. The factory in Västerås has been up and running for 40 years and its
operation depends on the documented safety of the delivered fuel. The fuel needs to
be safe during its whole lifecycle, the production, transportation, usage and storage
of the fuel. Westinghouse, a company with approximately 15 000 of employees all
over the world have an expertise in everything there is to nuclear safety and use
many different techniques to evaluate, analyze and document the fuels safety. One
method used to analyze the storage of used fuel in water pools is the PHOENIXKENO method. This method is based on the two separate software’s PHOENIX and
KENO and has been used since the beginning of the 1990’s. The method has several
disadvantages such as the fact that KENO simulates one fuel element as one zone
and not individual pins in the elements. The disadvantages with the method led to
8

the idea to develop a new method. The new method was to use a program called
MCNP coupled with PHOENIX instead of KENO. MCNP is a program used for
many different analyses and the new method could therefore easily be incorporated
into the knowledge base of Westinghouse.
The idea led up to a graduate thesis project performed in 2008 by Andreas Tronsén
from KTH [1]. The project was to develop a script that could transmit the output
from PHOENIX to an input to MCNP in order to calculate the criticality. PHOENIX
is a 2-D program developed by Westinghouse that calculates the isotopic content in
fuel elements during the burn-up process. The output is a list of the composition of
each material at a certain burn-up. Via the script the user could use the precise
material compositions from PHOENIX and calculate the criticality in a 3-D
environment by MCNP.
The new method is called PHX2MCNP which stands for PHOENIX4 to MCNP and
roughly a year after the script was developed a new graduate thesis project started.
The purpose was to further validate PHX2MCNP by for example calculating and
comparing more result with the previous method PHOENIX-KENO. The thesis
showed a significant difference between the results from PHX2MCNP and
PHOENIX-KENO and also indicated the need for further validation of the method.
The thesis pointed out one possible cause for the difference between the results,
namely how the strong burnable absorber gadolinium is treated in MCNP. In MCNP
the content of gadolinium is smeared out in the entire fuel pin, but in reality the
burnable absorbers consumes from the outside of the pin to the inside. If the content
of gadolinium is more represented in the centre of the pin in MCNP, this would give
a higher value for the criticality and therefore a smaller difference between the
codes [4]
In 2006 a graduate thesis engineer named Simon Walve did his graduate thesis
project on validating MCNP5 in heterogeneous and homogenous systems [5]. Walve
validated MCNP5 for the use in water storage pools at room temperature. Today the
need for calculations in storage pools with a higher water temperature rises and
therefore the MCNP5 also needs to be validated at higher water temperatures.
1.1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this thesis is to further validate the method PHX2MCNP for the use
in criticality analysis. The validations performed in this thesis are:





Validation of MCNP5 for higher water temperatures
Develop a method for distributing the gadolinium in the script for
PHX2MCNP
Examine the effect from decay on the criticality of the system.
Examine the effect for distribution of gadolinium on the criticality of
the system.
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1.2

METHOD

For Westinghouse to be able to use PHX2MCNP in several storage pools the
program MCNP5 needed to be validated at higher water temperatures than room
temperature. The storage pools used for fuel storage today could have water
temperatures in the range from room temperature up to 100 degrees Celsius. To
validate MCNP5 for the use in these storage pools a study has been made with 31
criticality experiments. These experiments were done in 1975 to study the criticality
effect from burnable absorbers. The validation is done by comparing the results from
MCNP5 with the results from 1975 and a statistical evaluation is done.
To study the effect of the Gadolinium distribution in the zones for criticality
calculation, a manual examination was made. This examination was done by
dividing the pins in five radial zones and distributing gadolinium in these zones. The
examination showed a significant difference to the results from the earlier
calculations with an even distribution of gadolinium in the fuel pin. Therefore the
script PHX2MCNP was examined and developed to be able to distribute gadolinium
in several radial zones. The new version of the script is called PHX2MCNP v2
(version 2).
Finally PHX2MCNP v2 was evaluated in two new studies. The studies were made
for a spent storage pool in Germany and three different cases were examined. The
purpose for using these cases was to study if it is possible to decrease the number of
isotopes transferred from PHOENIX to MCNP without any significant loss of
accuracy in the results. The first study has been made to evaluate the effect from
decay time on the criticality and the second to compare the results from PHX2MCNP
v2 with the old method PHOENIX-KENO.
2

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

The following chapter is an intention to guide the reader to basic reactor physics. It
contains the basic idea and some of the expressions to make it easier for the reader
to understand the content in the remaining report. If the reader is acquainted with
the concept and elements of nuclear power and reactor physics this chapter could be
left out.
2.1 NUCLEAR FUEL
Nuclear fuel contains uranium dioxide, UO2. The UO2 are produced in a nuclear fuel
factory, such as the one owned by Westinghouse in Västerås, by processing enriched
uranium. The UO2 is pressed into small fuel cylinders, called fuel pellets, with an
approximately diameter of five millimeters and a height of one centimeter. The fuel
pellets are piled on top of each other and enclosed by a metal to form a fuel rod. The
pellets are pilled up to approximately four meters and several fuel rods are put
together to form a fuel assembly. A schematic picture of a fuel assembly can be seen
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 A schematic picture of the content of a fuel assembly [6]
The reactor core consists of fuel assemblies in different arrangements. A nuclear
reactor could contain as many as 700 fuel assemblies at the same time.
2.2 THE FISSION PROCESS
The energy produced in nuclear power comes from the nuclear fission process.
Nuclear fission is the splitting of a heavy nucleus by a neutron. The result is two
new lighter nuclei’s, new free neutrons and energy. The process in general can be
seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4 The nuclear fission process [7]
The nuclear fission of heavy nuclei was first discovered in 1939 and set the starting
point for a new large-scale energy source. The fission was not only delivering energy
but since the fission of one nucleus by one neutron also liberated new neutrons the
process could be made self sustainable producing energy continuously. The fission of
nucleus is due to the fact that all nuclei contain different amounts of binding energy
per nucleon. A heavy nucleus, like uranium, has a smaller amount of binding energy
per nucleon than for example a medium heavy nucleus like iron. This can be seen in
Figure 5. When uranium splits two new nuclei with a higher negative binding
energy results and the difference between the binding energy of the original
uranium and the binding energy of the two new nuclei’s are released. In a nuclear
power plant this released energy is used to heat water and produce electricity [8].
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Figure 5 The binding energy for different atoms [7]

2.3 MULTIPLICATION FACTOR, KEFF
In the previous section, the basic of the fission process was explained. As seen in
Figure 4 the fission of a nucleus releases new neutrons. Each of these neutrons could
split one new nucleus and start a chain reaction. In a nuclear power plant a chain
reaction is essential; one would want the reaction to continue without any external
influences. There are, since at least two new neutrons are released in fission of a
nucleus, a possibility that the chain reaction increases and more and more energy is
released from the process. This could lead to an uncontrolled chain reaction and are
not wanted in any nuclear facility [8]. So how do you control this process? To
understand this phenomenon the basic physics of a neutrons life need to be
explained.
There are several possible ways for the neutron to interact with its environment in a
fissile material. The neutrons could fission uranium 235 and therefore contribute to
a sustainable chain reaction but the neutrons could also be lost to the system by
either absorption or leakage. Absorption means that the neutron are captured by a
nucleus, like for example hydrogen or boron while leakage means that the neutron
travelled so far outside the fissile material that it is lost to the system. Either one of
absorption or leakage contributes to maintaining a stable or, in the case of bad
engineering, decreasing the chain reaction rate [8].
To calculate if the system is stable, decreasing or increasing the effective
multiplication factor is defined as:
k eff 

N 2ondgeneration
N1stgeneration

[5]
where:
N12ondgeneration is the number of neutrons in one generation
N1stgeneration is the number of neutrons in the previous generation
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The three different scenarios for keff are:
keff < 1 the system is subcritical and have a power of zero or a decreasing
power production
keff =1 the system is critical and have a balance between the production and
losses of neutrons resulting in a stable power production.
keff >1 the system is supercritical and exhibits an increasing power production.
Criticality safety means the prevention of supercritical conditions in the fuel within
a reactor or fuel criticality outside a nuclear reactor. The latter means prevention
during production, transportation and storage of nuclear fuel.
2.4 CROSS SECTIONS
To be able to calculate keff the user needs to know the probability for a specific
interaction of the neutron with nuclei. This probability is called cross section and
represents the probability of a certain event, for example absorption, in a certain
nucleus. The cross section depends not only on the neutron energy but also of the
temperature [8]. An example of a cross section can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Absorption cross section for a material in MCNP5
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The cross section in Figure 6 is taken from the software MCNP5 used to calculate
keff for different systems. The higher peaks the more likely is the neutron with the
corresponding energy to be absorbed by the nucleus.
2.5 THE TRANSPORT EQUATION
To be able to use the cross sections in calculations of keff the user needs to know the
details about the neutrons. The information needed is the following:





The position in space, thought resulting in three variables for a full
description
The direction of the motion
The kinetic energy
The time at which the above position, direction and kinetic energy are true
[3]

The Boltzmann transport
Equation 1.
Equation 1 The Boltzmann transport equation [3]


1 (r , , E , t )
    t (r , E ' ) f ' (r; ' , E '  , E )(r , ' , E ' , t )d' dE ' S (r , , E , t )
v
t
4 E '  0
   (r , , E , t )   t (r , E )(r , , E , t )
The right side of the transport equation relates that the accumulation of neutrons is
equal to the negative rates from leakage and interactions and the positive rate from
source and scattering [3]
The transport equation must be solved for a large number of neutrons in order to
calculate keff with sufficient accuracy. Therefore a variety of methods have been
developed, for example MCNP, which are explained in the following section.
3

BASIC SOFTWARE’S USED

This thesis is based on the results from two different software, namely MCNP and
PHOENIX. Their basic features and function are described in the following chapters.
For more information about the software used see [9] and [10]
3.1 THE SIMULATIONS CODE MCNP5
MCNP5 stands for “A General Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code Version 5”
and can be used for several transport purposes. It can transport photons, neutrons
or electrons and obtain different values from the system, such as keff. In this thesis
the transport of neutrons is considered and the keff values examined.
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3.1.1 A quick overview
The system is defined as a three dimensional configuration of materials in different
cells. The cells are defined by intersections, unions and complements of surfaces
such as planes, spheres or cylinders and are defined by the user [9]. The user creates
an input file to MCNP which contains information about:






The geometry specifications
The description of materials and selection of cross-section evaluations
The location and characteristics of the neutron, photon or electron source,
The type of answers or tallies desired
Any variance reduction techniques used to improve efficiency.
[9]

In Appendix 1 an example of an MCNP input file is shown. The cells can be filled by
a material or void. The materials are defined by listing its isotopes and the total
fraction of that isotope. MCNP uses nuclear data libraries such as ENDF. The
libraries contains information about neutron interactions, neutron-induced photons,
photon interactions, neutron dosimetry or activation and thermal particle scattering
S(α,β). The isotopes are identified though a unique number called the ZAID number
which contains information about the isotope and the data library to use [9]. The
general form for the ZAID number is ZZZAAA.nnX where the ZZZ is the atomic
number, AAA the mass number, nn represents a unique evaluation identifier and X
is the class of data. [5] An example of a ZAID number for boron-155 is 64155.66c.
The thermal particle scattering treatment is important in MCNP due to the
chemical and crystalline effects that is important when the neutron energy is low.
Thermal particle scattering data are available for light and heavy water, beryllium
metal, beryllium oxide, benzene, graphite, polyethylene, and zirconium and
hydrogen in zirconium for different temperatures [9].
By letting the user define the electron, photon or neutron source in the MCNP input
file the user is able to use a wide range of source conditions. Multiple sources can be
used with different probability distributions as for example energy, position and
direction. The most common for criticality calculations is to define the sources in the
fissile material [9].
MCNP is able to give the user a wide range of information about the system. In this
thesis information about keff was obtained with an estimated standard deviation and
the energy corresponding to the average neutron lethargy causing fission from the
MCNP output file.
There is numerous variance reduction techniques in MCNP used to minimize the
variance. Two examples are the truncation method and the population control
method. The truncation method is the simplest method for variance reduction and
use the fact that not all parts of the geometry contribute to the solution as much as
other parts. When using this technique not all parts of the system are being
modelled. To determine which parts to model and which to not the method can use
for example the energy cutoff, this means that a particle is killed when it reaches a
predefined energy threshold. The population control method use particle splitting
15

and Russian roulette to control the number of particles in different regions. The
more important region the more particles are being tracked [1]. Both these methods
decreases the computer time but they are not efficient for keff and therefore they are
normally not used in criticality calculations [5].
3.1.2 The Monte Carlo Method
MCNP uses a stochastic process based on random numbers analogous to throwing a
dice and is very different from deterministic transport methods. To solve the
transport equation MCNP follows the simulated particles and stores information
about their average behavior. The most common deterministic method “discrete
ordinates method” solves the equation for the average particle behavior instead [1].
One advantage with the Monte Carlo Method is that that it doesn’t require any
average approximations in space, energy and time therefore making it well suited
for complex problems were deterministic methods fail. The major disadvantage of
the Monte Carlo Method is that it contains statistical errors as well as being time
consuming [5]. MCNP follows each of many particles from its source to either
absorption or escape and the outcome from each step is determined through
randomly sampled probability distribution. In Figure 7 a random history of a
neutron incident can be seen.
7
Event log

6
3
4
2

Neutron

5

1
8
Void

Fissionable
material

1. Neutron
scatter, photon
production
2. Fission, photon
production
3. Neutron
capture
4. Photon leakage
5. Neutron
leakage
6. Photon scatter
7. Photon leakage
8. Photon capture

Figure 7 A random history of a neutron incident [5]
The results from MCNP are an average from many particles histories and therefore
the uncertainty in the results decreases with more particles. The more particles the
user specifies the longer the process time will be.
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3.2 THE CORE PHYSICS CALCULATIONS CODE PHOENIX4
PHOENIX4 is a Light water reactor (LWR)- fuel code for both boiling water reactor
(BWR) and pressure water reactor (PWR) used for burn-up calculations. PHOENIX4
uses an infinite squared two dimensional lattice fuel assembly model and from its
output file the composition of the depleted fuel can be read. In the input to
PHOENIX the user specifies the parameters to define the system to study such as
information about the geometry of the lattice, the original composition and desired
burn-up. PHOENIX is also capable to calculate the composition of the burned
material after a certain decay time. Since many of the fuel assemblies have partial
length rods and since PHOENIX use a 2-D model over the lattice, more calculations
at several heights in the fuel pin are needed in order to describe the whole assembly.
For more information about PHOENIX see e.g. [10]
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4

VALIDATION OF MCNP5 IN HIGH WATER TEMPERATURES

As mentioned above and seen in [5] MCNP5 has already been validated in room
temperature. To be able to use the new method PHX2MCNP in storage pools with a
higher water temperature a new validation has been done. This is done by validation
against 31 heterogeneous experiments. Two sets of cross section libraries for MCNP5
have been used and can be seen in Appendix 2. The first, set 1, uses the ENDF/B VI
release 6 and set 2 uses the latest libraries for every nuclide, in our case ENDF/B VI
release 6 and 8, and ENDF/B VII [5].
To evaluate the results a safety margin called the upper subcritical limit (USL) is
calculated. The USL is the maximal allowed keff for future calculations in MCNP5 to
ensure that criticality is avoided. Westinghouse in Västerås calculates a B term from
USL defined as B = 0.95 – USL and uses this as the criticality limit [5]. The
calculated USL are compared with the calculated USL done in [5]
4.1 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS
In 1975 ASEA Atom performed several criticality experiments in a reactor in
Studsvik Sweden as a collaboration project together with Statens Vattenkraftverk,
Atom energi and Atomkraftkonsortiet Krångede AB. The experiments were done
with burnable absorbers to study the effect from the burnable absorber-rods on
reactivity and effect distribution and were called KRITZ BA-75. The measurements
on water height were done when reaching criticality, keff =1 [11]. In this thesis 31 of
the KRITZ experiments are used in the validation of MCNP5. The experiments
differ from each other by having different assemblies, water temperature, boron
content and water height. The assemblies consist of 8 x 8 fuel rods in different
patterns. The corner rods have a smaller diameter than the other rods and have a
small displacement from the centre of the assembly. The assemblies are put together
and form a core with 16 assemblies. In Table 1 the characteristics for the fuel
elements spacers and boxes are shown and in the characteristics for the fuel
elements [11].
Table 1 Characteristics of the spacers and boxes for the fuel assemblies [11]
Rods per assembly
Rod pitch
normal rod –
normal rod
normal rod – corner
rod
corner rod – corner
rod
Box
Material
Wall thickness
Horizontal inner side
Corner radius
Spacers Material
Weight
Vertical separation

8×8
1.630 cm
1.605 cm
15.80 cm
Zircalloy-4
0.23 cm
13.4 cm
1.02 cm
Inconel-X 750
135 g
56.1 cm
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The water temperature for the evaluated experiments differs between approximately
45 degrees up to 92 degrees Celsius. The thermal cross section libraries S(α,β) in
MCNP are used and since there only exist libraries for 284 K, 400 K and 600 K
interpolation has been used to obtain the keff value. The assumption has been made
that it is possible to linearly interpolate the cross section libraries linear between
the temperatures.
In Table 2 the characteristics of the fuel elements can be seen. As seen the Y and Z
burnable absorber rods have two values, this is for pellets with and without Gd2O3.
The pellets in Y and Z rods are placed in pairs [11].

Table 2 Characteristics of the fuel elements. (* Rod Y and Z have two values, with
and without Gd2O3 [11].
Rod type
Fuel material
235U

Fuel

in U, wt%

Corner rods
3
6H
UO2
UO2

Normal rods
6N
A

C

X

UO2

UO2

UO2

UO2

1.409

2.086

2.086

2.813

3.074

3.069

diameter, mm

10.08

10.08

10.58

10.58

10.58

10.58

density, g/cm3

10.38

10.35

10.41

10.35

10.38

10.20

-

-

-

-

-

1.975

2382
3650

2386

Gd2O3 wt%
mass/rod, g
Length, mm
Clad material
Zircalloy-4
thickness, mm
outer diameter,
mm

3008
3311
3650

0.74

2382

BA-rods
Y*

Z*

UO2

UO2

3.069
3.089
10.58
10.58
10.20
10.28
1.970
0
2386
2650

3.069
3.089
10.55
10.58
10.38
10.28
1.90
0
2396

0.74

11.75

12.25

Figure 14 to Figure 21 shows the evaluated cores. An empty square represents a
standard assembly, shown in Figure 8. A square labeled for example 3X represents
an assembly with three rods of burnable absorbers type X There can be 2, 3 or 5
burnable absorbers in one assembly. Figure 11 to Figure 13 shows the position of the
burnable absorber rods in the assemblies. In Figure 16 one can see the use of one
extra label, a or b, for four of the assemblies. This represents two special assemblies
similar to the standard assembly and can be seen in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The
only difference is the presence of rods with 1.860 % enrichment. The reason for these
rods is explained in [12]. Notice the reference corner marked in these figures. These
are used to mark assembly rotation. The details about the 31 experiments numbered
case 16-35 and case 44-54 are listed in Table 3.
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Ref.
corner

H
G

Enrichment
for each
fuel rod
1.409

F
2.086
E
2.813
D
C

3.074

B
A
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Figure 8 Standard assembly [11].

Ref.
corner

H
G
F
E
D
C
B

Enrichment
for each
fuel rod
1.409
1.860
2.086
2.813
3.074

A
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Figure 9 Assembly type a, addition of 1.860 % enriched rods [11].
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Ref.
corner

H
G
F
E
D
C
B

Enrichment
for each
fuel rod
1.409
1.860
2.086
2.813
3.074

A
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Figure 10 Assembly type b, addition of 1.860 % enriched rods [11].

Figure 11 Two BA-rods [5]

Figure 12 Three BA-rods [5]
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Figure 13 Five BA-rods [5]

2X 2X

5X 5X

5Y 5Y

2X 2X

5X 5X

5Y 5Y

Figure 17
Core 3:2 in
case 46

Figure 14
Core 2:3 in
case 15-19

3X 3X

5Z 5Z

3X 3X

5Z 5Z

Figure 18
Core 3:5 in
case 32-33 and
51-52

Figure 15:
Core 3:1 in
case 20-22

3X

Figure 20 core
4:1 in case 3435 and 53-54

3X 3Xa 3X

5X

Figure 21
Core 3.4 in
case 44-45 and
49-50

[5]

5X

3Xa 3X 3X 3Xb
3X

3X 3X

3X

3X 3Xb 3X

5X

3X

5X

Figure 16
Core 5 (hot) in
case 6 and 2327

5X
5X

5X
5X
F
Figure 19
Core 3:3 in
case 28-29 and
47-48
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Table 3 Characteristic for the evaluated experiments
Case

Core

16

2:3
2:3
2:3
2:3
3:1
3:1
3:1
5
5
5
5
5
3:3
3:3
3:2
3:2
3:5
3:5
4:1
4:1
3:4
3:4
3:2
3:3
3:3
3:4
3:4
3:5
3:5
4:1
4:1

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

4.2

Temp
[°C]

Content of
boron
[weight-ppm]

Water height
[cm]

266.2
186.1
186.4
266.4
306.5
306.7
306.8
4.6
61.4
4.6
4.6
61.5
101.1
131.8
32.0
92.0
165.3
200.4
30.7
97.8
131.9
179.1
31.9
100.9
131.7
131.7
131.7
165.0
200.2
30.6
97.7

132.75
81.11
81.15
126.94
112.10
106.50
103.43
92.58
151.41
93.74
96.05
157.89
115.47
159.65
92.61
152.67
117.40
171.88
90.77
152.30
102.39
157.08
91.98
117.68
168.66
105.91
103.52
121.21
188.21
88.59
150.55

51.6
55.2
88.2
88.2
41.2
66.8
89.9
45.4
53.5
65.8
88.1
88.2
90.9
91.0
89.4
88.1
88.9
87.7
89.4
89.2
91.1
90.3
55.6
55.5
55.1
43.7
67.1
55.4

55.7
55.8
55.4

RESULTS

The results from the calculations in MCNP are shown in Table 4. Since these
experiments (benchmarks) do not have known values for keff and uncertainty these
have been assumed to be 1.0000 for keff and 0.005 for σ. In Table 5 the average keff
can be seen. Note that the average value is the non-weighted average.
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Table 4 The calculated keff and uncertainties from MCNP
Core
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Benchmark
keff
1σ
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005
1.0000 0.005

Set 1 (Calculated)
keff
1σ
0.99574 0.00031
0.99498 0.00031
0.99564 0.00032
0.99586 0.00033
0.99480 0.00032
0.99487 0.00032
0.99510 0.00032
0.99558 0.00030
0.99603 0.00031
0.99592 0.00031
0.99638 0.00031
0.99681 0.00031
0.99775 0.00032
0.99771 0.00031
0.99634 0.00030
0.99698 0.00031
0.99698 0.00031
0.99704 0.00031
0.99838 0.00031
0.99835 0.00031
0.99568 0.00031
0.99624 0.00031
0.99599 0.00030
0.99664 0.00030
0.99670 0.00031
0.99507 0.00032
0.99498 0.00032
0.99615 0.00032
0.99665 0.00031
0.99592 0.00031
0.99731 0.00031

Set 2 (Calculated)
keff
1σ
0.99726 0.00032
0.99648 0.00031
0.99697 0.00032
0.99770 0.00032
0.99568 0.00032
0.99668 0.00033
0.99717 0.00032
0.99918 0.00030
0.99731 0.00031
0.99747 0.00031
0.99755 0.00032
0.99854 0.00031
0.99863 0.00032
0.99908 0.00031
0.99762 0.00032
0.99756 0.00030
0.99808 0.00031
0.99846 0.00030
0.99918 0.00032
0.99935 0.00031
0.99714 0.00031
0.99751 0.00031
0.99696 0.00032
0.99757 0.00032
0.99852 0.00032
0.99621 0.00031
0.99297 0.00031
0.99735 0.00033
0.99800 0.00032
0.99874 0.00030
0.99787 0.00031

Table 5 Non-weighted average keff with uncertainties
keff
0.99628
0.99771

set 1
set 2

4.3

uncertainty
0.000980
0.000952

STATISTICAL EVALUATION

As seen in Table 4 the calculated results differ from the benchmarks. Since the
experiments are critical the difference between the calculated results and the
benchmark is a bias. To evaluate the bias the USL are calculated by using two
separate methods, the USLSTATS and the lower tolerance limit. The USLSTATS
method shows the USL in a graph and is therefore very useful to evaluate trends.
The lower tolerance limit on the other hand gives a value for USL, which can be
useful when no significant trends can be seen.
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4.3.1

Upper Subcritical Limit by USLSTATS

USLSTATS uses information from the calculations to calculate the USL. The input
file to USLSTATS consists of three parts. The first line is the title. The second one
looks like Equation 2 and specifies the evaluation parameters. The third part
consists of the parameter to be studied X, the keff from the calculations and the
sample uncertainty. For an example of an input file to USLSTATS see Appendix 3.
Equation 2 Input parameters for USLSTATS [13]
P,(1-

min,

xmax,σsample,km

where
P is the proportion of the population falling above lower tolerance
limit
1-γ is the confidence of fit
xmin is the minimal value of parameter X for which USL are
calculated
xmax the maximal value of parameter X for which USL are
calculated
σsample is the estimate of the average standard deviation of all input
values of keff
km is the safety margin used to ensure subcriticality
In this thesis USLSTATS version 1.4.2 and the USL method 1 has been used. The
USL method 1 calculates USL by Equation 3
Equation 3 USL calculation by method 1 [13]

USL-1(x) = 1 - km - W + min{0, B(x)}
where:
km is an additional margin of 0.05 to ensure subcriticality
W is the confidence band width obtained from the statistical
analysis of the spread of the data
B(x)} is the bias resulting from the fit of the data
W is estimated by using the sample uncertainties specified in the input file. The
sample uncertainties are calculated using Equation 4. The uncertainty of the
experimental results are as mentioned before assumed to be 0.005.
Equation 4 Sample uncertainty

 s   e2   c2
where:
e is the uncertainty of the experimental results
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c is the uncertainty of the calculated results
Since all the experiments are critical any deviation of the result from keff =1 is a bias.
The keff results are normalized to the experimental results according to Equation 5
and used as an input to USLSTATS.
Equation 5 Normalization of keff [5]

keff(normalized) = keff(calculated) / keff(benchmark)
USLSTATS is as many other statistical evaluation methods based on the
assumption that the experimental results are normal distributed. To test this
assumption, USLSTATS uses the χ2 (chi-square) goodness-of-fit test. If χ2 ≤9.49 the
experiments give normal distributed results. The trends are observed as a function
of the parameter X, specified in the input file. In this case the moderation ratio for
hydrogen to uranium (H/U), the moderation ratio for hydrogen to uranium 135
(H/X), Enrichment, energy corresponding to the average neutron lethargy causing
fission (EALF), content of boron and temperature are examined. The USLTSTATS
graphs can be seen in Appendix 4.
To evaluate the graphs and determine which is of most interest the R2 factor is used.
The R2 factor is a standard feature in Excel and is a correlation factor between 0 and
1. 1 represents full correlation and 0 represent none what so ever [5]. In Table 6 the
results from USLSTATS can be seen. Here only the R2-factor for temperature and
content of boron are listed. The R2-factors for H/X, Enrichment, H/U and EALF were
also examined but as the characteristic values did not vary significantly for the
experiments (for example enrichment was in the range of 2.637 up to 2.6440) these
results were not trusted and therefore not listed in Table 6.
Table 6 The χ2 goodness of fit and R2 factor for the experiments
χ2

Normal

2.387

Yes*

3.677

Yes*

Set 1
Set 2

R2-factor
Temp
Bor
0.220
0.1631
0
0.106
0.2038
9

* The χ2 goodness-of-fit is concluded normal since it is below 9.49 but USLSTATS
displays a warning that its test for normality may be unreliable due to insufficient
amount of data.
In the USL-1, B and B range is displayed for both X=temp and X=bor. The range of
applicability is 4.6 < boron < 306.8 and 41.2 < temperature < 91.1. As noticed the
range is approximately six times larger for boron than for the water temperature.
Hence, the USL seen in Table 7 and Table 8 are for the content of boron.
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Table 7 USL-1 and B, based on X=boron in USLSTATS
X = boron
Set 1

X range
4.6 <X< 306.8

USL-1
0.9376-4.3269E-6*X

B
0.0124-4.3269E-6*X

B range
0.01240<B<0.01373

Set 2

4.6 <X< 306.8

0.9391-4.6844E-6*X

0.0109-4.6844E-6*X

0.01092<B<0.01233

Table 8 Boundary conditions for USL-1 and B, based on results from Table 7
High temp kritz
set 1
set 2

4.3.2

USL-1
minima
0.936273
0.939078

B maxima
0.013727
0.012337

Upper Subcritical Limit by Lower tolerance limit

The lower tolerance limit is defined by Equation 6.
Equation 6 One sided lower tolerance limit [14]

K L  K eff  U * S p
where
K L is the one sided lower tolerance limit

K eff is the weighted mean keff value
Sp is the square root of the pooled variance
U is the one sided lower tolerance factor
To calculate the one side lower tolerance limit we must start to calculate the
variance about the mean, this is done by Equation 7, and the average uncertainty,
done by Equation 8.
Equation 7 Variance about the mean [14]
1
1
(k eff s  k eff ) 2

2
n

1
s s
s2 
1
1

n s  s2

Equation 8 The average uncertainty [14]
n

2

s 

1


s

2
s

The weighted mean keff is then calculated by Equation 9.
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Equation 9 Weighted mean keff [14]
1

k eff 


s

2
s

k eff s
1


s

2
s

The pooled standard deviation that is the square root of the variance about the mean
and the average uncertainty are calculated by Equation 10. The calculated weighted
mean and pooled standard deviation can be seen in Table 9.
Equation 10 The pooled standard deviation [14]

S p  s2   s

2

Table 9 The weighted mean keff and Sp
mean keff
0.9963
0.9944

Set 1
Set 2

Sp
0.00511
0.00564

The one side lower tolerance factor, U, depends on the number of observations and
probability factor. In this case 31 experiments were used and a probability of 95 %.
Reference [15] then give U= 2.208.
The lower tolerance limit can now be calculated through Equation 6. From KL the
USL can be calculated through USL = KL – 0.05 and B as B = 0.95 – USL.
Table 10 KL, USL and B
KL

USL

B

Set 1

0.98501

0.93501

0.01500

Set 2

0.98645

0.93645

0.01355

4.4

CONCLUSIONS OF THE STATISTICAL EVALUATION

As seen in Table 6 there are low R2-factors for both set 1 and set 2 which means that
one can only draw the conclusion that there is no correlation between either
temperature and keff or content of boron and keff. The USLSTATS warned that the
data may not be normal distributed due to insufficient amount of data. The present
trend in criticality analysis this day is to validate methods as close to the reality as
possible. This means that validation of the methods used for criticality calculations
are to be validated in small intervals of data. One should have in mind the aspect of
that the statistical test may not be reliable due to the small range of evaluated data.
As many other statistical methods, the lower tolerance method also depends on
normal distributed data.
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When comparing with the validation of MCNP5 done by Simon Walve in [5] the USL
for this small sets of data are approximately 500 pcm higher due to the fact that the
weighted mean keff are slightly higher and the standard deviation smaller than his
values. This shows that this method with the use of thermal cross section libraries
could be used in future calculations.
Since the results from the two different sets are very similar one should prefer to use
set 1. This is due to the fact that set 1 only uses one cross section library and this
could be easier to handle for the user. The two statistical methods used in this thesis
are both a suitable way to evaluate criticality calculation data. But when the
experiments are very similar one should prefer to use the lower tolerance limit. This
is due to the fact that it may be difficult to see trends in USLSTATS when the
evaluated parameter X is in a short interval for the experiments. In a plot with a
short interval the user could interpret the correlation as larger than it really is.
5 THE CODE PHX2MCNP
PHX2MCNP is a script developed in and used in Westinghouse Electric AB. The
script was developed as a graduate thesis project in 2008 and its purpose is to
transfer data about the material from PHOENIX to use in MCNP. The script is
designed to automatic transfer the isotopes of the material in one fuel pin in
PHOENIX to the corresponding one in MCNP [4]
5.1

PHX2MCNP VERSION 1

Figure 22 shows the schematically an overview over the script.

PHX2MCNP
main input
(files, temperature)
Isotopic compositions
from PHOENIX4 output
PHX2MCNP

Complete
MCNP input

MCNP template with
geometry and neutron
source description
PHOENIX4 to MCNP
isotope dictionary
including error estimates
and scale factors

Figure 22 Overview over PHX2MCNP

[4]

As seen in Figure 22 the script needs several input files to create one output. The
files needed for the script are:





A template input file
A conversion table
PHOENIX files
A linkInput file
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The template file is a complete MCNP input file with cells, surfaces, materials and
energy sources written by the user. It is important that the template file is a
complete input file to MCNP. The only difference is that the user will not have to
write both the densities of the materials and every isotope that it consists of. Instead
the user marks the materials to be replaced by the script. The script then erases
whatever isotope and fractions there was and replaces it with the ones calculated in
PHOENIX [4]. To identify the materials the user writes the following line:
mN ZZZAAA.nnX d $LAT(<lattice name>)PIN(<r>,<c>)
where mN is the number of the material, ZZZAAA.nnX is the ZAID number, d is
fraction of the material and $LAT(<lattice name>)PIN(<r>,<c>) is the marker for the
script. The LAT marker is to identify which PHOENIX file the script should read
from and the PIN coordinates are to identify the correct pin in PHOENIX. The user
are also able to test the template file in MCNP to make sure that the geometry and
sources are correct due to the fact that the script marker is read as comments in
MCNP[4].
The conversion table is a user written file containing all isotopes that the user wants
to transfer from PHOENIX to MCNP. Since PHOENIX and MCNP don’t use the
same designation of the isotopes it’s necessary to translate one isotope written in
PHOENIX to the corresponding one in MCNP. MCNP even uses different
designations for one isotope at different temperature. Therefore the conversion table
contains a list over the isotopes as written in PHOENIX and the corresponding
isotope written as in MCNP at different temperatures [4]. PHOENIX4 uses a lumped
isotope that is one isotope that represents both gadolinium 155 and gadolinium 157.
Therefore a direct conversion from PHOENIX4 to MCNP is not possible. [4] a study
was made to investigate the possibility to use only one gadolinium isotope instead of
two. The result was that the use of gadolinium 155 was to prefer due to slightly
conservative results compared to PHOENIX4 [4].
The output file(s) from PHOENIX are somewhat logic that the script needs. The
script can handle several PHOENIX outputs.
To make the use of the scripts simpler the user creates one main input file, called
the linkInput file, which contains all input information the script needs. An example
of an input file is:
ISOCONVTABLE: ../bin/isotable
LATTICE : top top-phx.out
LATTICE : middle middle-phx.out
LATTICE : bottom bottom-phx.out
MCNPTEMPLATE: svea96-template
MCNPINPUTDIR: svea96
TEMPERATURE : 293.6
[4]
As seen above the file contains keywords and values for:
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Location of PHOENIX files
Location of template file
Location of conversion table
Location on where the output file will be written.
Temperature to use in conversion table in Kelvin

To see an example of a MCNP template file see Appendix 1 and a conversion table
see Appendix 7. To know more about the script see [4]
5.2

EVALUATION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF GADOLINIUM
BURN-UP CREDIT BY USING TEST CASE

To evaluate the importance of gadolinium for keff in criticality calculations first a
manual examination was made. The same model and burn-up levels used in the
earlier evaluation done in [4] was used and the results were then compared with the
corresponding ones in [4].
5.2.1

Method

In [4] an evaluation of the importance of burnable absorbers in PHX2MCNP was
done by comparing results from PHOENIX4 and PHX2MCNP with and without
burnable absorbers. To be able to compare the results the MCNP template models
the same geometry as in PHOENIX4. The results from the evaluation can be seen in
Figure 23. As seen in this figure there is a distinct difference between the two
calculations with and without burnable absorbers. When using PHX2MCNP without
burnable absorbers the difference between the PHX2MCNP results and PHOENIX4
results was constant as a function of burn-up. With the burnable absorbers the
difference between the to codes keff value were clearly dependent of the burn-up
level.

dkeff / pcm
1000
500
0
0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

30000

-500
-1000
-1500
-2000
Burn-up / MWd/tU

Figure 23 Code difference between PHOENIX4 and PHX2MCNP as a function of
burn-up applied on a fuel assembly with (diamonds) and without (squares) burnable
absorber [4].
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The purpose for this evaluation is to compare the earlier results with the ones with
gadolinium divided into five zones in the fuel pins. The information about the burnup for gadolinium comes from the program FOBUS output. Foil Burn-up Scheme
(FOBUS) is a Monte Carlo program made to evaluate the reactivity effect and burnup for burnable absorbers [16]. FOBUS calculated the composition of different
isotopes from burn-up zero to one hundred percent. The user decides how many
steps FOBUS should use and how many zones the fuel rods are divided into. In this
case FOBUS used 30 zones in the calculations. The FOBUS output file contains
information about the content of gadolinium isotopes 155 and 157. Gadolinium 157
has a larger capture cross section and therefore it burns up faster than gadolinium
155. In the major study, the burn-up level ranged from 5 000 MWd/tU to 15 000
MWd/tU and the radial burn-up was determined by using both gadolinium 157 and
gadolinium 155. To be able to compare the results, two separate calculations at 9000
MWd/tU and 15 000 MWd/tU was done based on the burn-up of gadolinium 157
only.
5.2.2

Results and conclusions

The results of the major study, which was based on the distribution of both
gadolinium 157 and 155, can be seen in Figure 24. As seen the results for the cases
with only gadolinium 157 are a bit more conservative than the results for both
gadolinium 155 and 157. One can conclude that the use of several zones of
gadolinium distribution have a large effect on keff. The detailed results can be seen in
Appendix 5.
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-1500

-2000
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Figure 24 Code difference between PHOENIX4 and PHX2MCNP with five
zones as a function of burn-up
5.3

PHX2MCNP VERSION 2

In the earlier section one could see that the use of more zones in MCNP clearly
changed the keff. The study was done manually and all the isotopes was read from
the output file from PHOENIX4 and put into the input file in MCNP. Clearly, this is
not a feasible solution for further use of this method. Therefore the new version of
the script PHX2MCNP was developed.
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5.3.1

Requirements for the new script

The new version of the script needs to be able to:
 read FOBUS files
 calculate the burn-up for every step in the FOBUS file
 read the actual burn-up for every pin from the output from PHOENIX4
 compare the actual burn-up from PHOENIX and interpolate to get the
exact distributions.
 interpret which lines to use the new feature
 not stand in the way for the script to be used like before.
5.3.2

Version 2

The new version of the script is capable to distribute gadolinium into several zones
in MCNP. The new script needs a MCNP template file with the surfaces, cells and
materials specified as the previous version, the only difference is the use of another
keyword for zone identification. For a correct gadolinium distribution the path to the
correct FOBUS file needs to be specified in the main input file to PHX2MCNP. The
user is able to run the new version just as the previous one by neglecting the
identification keyword for zone distribution in the template file. The user decides
how many zones the script should use by defining the zones in the main input file.
The details about the new version of the script can be found in Appendix 6.
6 STUDIES IN STORAGE POOL
In [4] an evaluation of the previous version of the script was done in the fuel storage
pool. The purpose was to compare the results for keff from PHX2MCNP to keff
calculated through PHOENIX4-KENO in [17]. The result was that PHX2MCNP
gives a lower keff than PHOENIX4-KENO [4] To further evaluate the new version of
the script some of the experiments treated in [4] have been reevaluated with the new
version and the dependency of keff on decay has been studied. The content of
gadolinium has been distributed into five zones in all the calculations. Three
different sets of conversion tables have been used to determine the possibility to use
only some of the convertible isotopes in future criticality calculations.
The three conversion tables can be seen in Appendix 8 and consist of the following
convertible isotopes:
A) All fissionable actinides and the content of gadolinium 155:
234U 235U 236U 238U 237Np 238Pu 239Pu 240Pu
243Am 155Gd
B) As in a) but also the fission products:
103RH 133Cs 143Nd 149Sm 152Sm
C) All convertible isotopes

241Pu

242Pu

241Am

The storage pool contained 4x4 OPTIMA2 fuel assemblies at a water temperature of
20 ˚C. The fuel assemblies had part length rods and the highest keff are at a burn-up
level of 11 000 MWd/tU. No other neutron absorbers and structural materials of the
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pool were modeled [4]. Since the assemblies consisted of part length rods the
modelled fuel element has been divided into three different zones, bottom zone, mid
zone and top zone, which were and calculated separately.
6.1

KEFF AS A FUNCTION OF DECAY TIME

In [17] a time decay criticality analysis of the method PHOENIX4-KENO was done
that proved that the maximum keff occurs immediately when the fuel was taken out
from the reactor. The same study for PHX2MCNP was made for spent fuel in the
storage pool at the burn-up level of 11 000 MWd/tU, a burn-up where the maximum
keff occurs, according to [5]. The same time periods of time as in [17] were used in the
evaluation giving an overview of keff from 0 days up to 370 days and even up to 100
years. Case C, corresponding to all convertible isotopes, was examined in detail
using more calculations than the case A and case B.
6.1.1

Results and conclusions
Case A
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Figure 25 keff as a function of decay time in days for case A
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Figure 26 keff as a function of decay time in days for case B
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Figure 27 keff as a function of decay time in days for case C
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Case A
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Figure 28 keff as a function of decay time in years for case A
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Figure 29 keff as a function of decay time in years for case B
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Case C
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Figure 30 keff as a function of decay time in years for case C
The detailed results can be seen in Appendix 8. As seen in Figure 28 to Figure 30 the
long time curve over years look more or less like the expected exponential curve for
all of the three cases. Figure 29 and Figure 30 clearly shows a decrease of keff as a
function of time. From Figure 28, that is keff as a function of time for case A, it is
inferred that the values are zero or close to zero. In addition, there is no evident
trend of keff decay over time in case A. One explanation for this could be the fact that
there are only a few isotopes considered in this case and if for example one of them
doesn’t significantly affect keff over time, the overall effect would be a stable keff.
As seen the results show that maximum keff occurs at decay time zero, which is when
the fuel is straight from the reactor.
6.2

PHX2MCNP V2 COMPARED TO PHOENIX4-KENO

To evaluate the possibility to use only some of the convertible isotopes in future
calculations thethree cases of conversion tables considered were used with the new
version of the script. In [4] they used several burn-up levels to examine if the
maximum keff occurs at the same burn-up level as it did for PHOENIX4-KENO. The
result proved that the maximum keff occurred in burn-up level 11 000 MWd/tU, i.e.
the same burn-up as for PHEONIX4-KENO. Therefore in this study only the burnup level of 11 000 MWd/tU has been examined.
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6.2.1

Results and conclusions
PHX2MCNP compared to PHOENIX4-KENO
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Figure 31 PHX2MCNP compared to PHOENIX4-KENO for case A, B and C.
As seen in Figure 31 it is only case A that gives a higher keff than PHOENIX4-KENO
for all three zones. MCNP gives a conservative result in case A which therefore could
be used in future calculations. In Appendix 9, the result can be seen in detail.
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7 FUTURE VALIDATION OF PHOENIX TO MCNP
In this work MCNP has been validated for use in storage pools with a high water
temperature. A script has been developed to be able to distribute burnable absorbers
in several zones in MCNP. The new version of the script has been compared with the
previous method of PHOENIX-KENO and the impact from decay time has been
evaluated. Although a reasonably detailed study was conducted in this work, some
few more items should be performed before the method is fully validated. One
example to be considered in a future validation is:


Study the use of the conversion tables for other storage pools than the
studied spend fuel storage pool. This is motivated by the fact that other
storage pools may differ in geometry, number of assemblies et cetera
and that the isotopic composition of the fuel may differ due to different
reactor operation.

The PHX2MCNP was this work is benchmarked against the previous method
PHOENIX-KENO and was not not directly validated against experiments. In a
validation the calculated results should be compared with the result from actual
experiments. The cross sections in PHOENIX have been validated against reactor
operation and since the previous method PHOENIX-KENO uses the cross sections
from PHOENIX, PHOENIX-KENO is considered to be validated. The indirect
validation of PHX2MCNP is considered to be accurate because of the conservative
results compared to PHOENIX-KENO. If a more complete validation would be
preferable in the future the following should be considered:




Validate the uncertainty for material composition in PHOENIX as a
function of the burn-up level against critical experiments. Such a study,
however, is complicated since it involves destructive analysis of
irradiated fuel pins.
Validate the uncertainty for fission products and actinides in MCNP5
against critical experiments. These are done by calculating keff and
compare the result with experiments with known exact compositions of
isotopes.
By doing this, the uncertainty and bias in keff can be
determined.

Both of the studies above are complicated and need results from similar criticality
experiments. The number of experiments available is very limited and not yet
sufficient for a complete validation.
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Appendix 1 MCNP input file
C CELL CARDS
1 11 -1
-1
imp:n=1 $fuel pellet
20
1 -2 8 -9
imp:n=1 $gas gap
3 1002 0.043290082 2 -3 8 -9
imp:n=1 $cladding
4 1003 0.100325 3 4 -5 6 -7 8 -9 imp:n=1 $water
50
#1 #2 #3 #4
imp:n=0 $outside
C SURFACE CARDS
1 cz 0.424
$pellet radius
2 cz 0.4315
$cladding inner radius
3 cz 0.492
$cladding outer radius
4* px -0.65
$half lattice pitch
5* px 0.65
6* py -0.65
7* py 0.65
8* pz -1000
9* pz 1000
C DATA CARDS
C MATERIAL CARDS
C BURNABLE CELLS
m11 92235.69c 0.05
$LAT(spc)PIN(1,1)
92238.69c 0.95
8016.62c 0.2
C
C CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
m1002 40000.66c 4.2643E-2 $zircaloy
50000.42c 5.0012E-4
26000.55c 7.0857E-5
24000.50c 7.6105E-5
m1003 1001.62c 6.6874E-2 $water
8016.62c 3.3451E-2
mt1003 lwtr.60t
C
C SOURCE CARDS
kcode 50000 1.0 50 500
sdef x=d1 y=d2 z=d3
si1 -0.65 0.65
sp1 0 1
si2 -0.65 0.65
sp2 0 1
si3 -1000 1000
sp3 0 1

[4]
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Appendix 2 Cross section libraries for set 1 and set 2

Table
1001.66c
5010.66c
5011.66c
6000.66c
7014.66c
7015.66c
8016.66c
9019.66c
11023.66c
12000.66c
13027.66c
14028.66c
14029.66c
14030.66c
15031.66c
16000.66c
17000.66c
19000.66c
20000.66c
22000.66c
24050.66c
24052.66c
24053.66c
24054.66c
25055.66c
26054.66c
26056.66c
26057.66c
26058.66c
28060.66c
28061.66c
28062.66c
28064.66c
29063.66c
29065.66c
30000.42c
35079.55c
35081.55c
40000.66c
41093.66c
42000.66c
50000.42c
64152.66c
64154.66c
64155.66c
64156.66c
64157.66c
64158.66c

Data file
Endf/b-vi.6:x
Endf/b-vi.1
Endf/b-vi.0:x
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.0x
Endf/b-vi.1
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.5
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.5
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endl/Llnl:x
Lanl/t
Lanl/t
Endf/b-vi.1
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.0
Endl/Llnl:x
Endf/b-vi.4
Endf/b-vi.4
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.0

Table
64160.66c
72174.66c
72176.66c
72177.66c
72178.66c
72179.66c
72180.66c
82206.66c
82207.66c
82208.66c
92234.66c
92235.66c
92236.66c
92238.66c
93237.66c
94239.66c
94240.66c
94241.66c
94242.66c
95241.66c

Data file
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6x
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.5
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.5
Endf/b-vi.1
Endf/b-vi.5
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.3
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.3:x

Cross section libraries
used in set 1

S(α,β) data
Lwtr.60t
Lwtr.61t
Lwtr.62t
Poly.60t

Endf/b-vi.3
Endf/b-vi.3
Endf/b-vi.3
Endf/b-vi.3
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Table
1001.62c
5010.66c
5011.66c
6000.66c
7014.62c
7015.66c
8016.62c
9019.62c
11023.62c
12000.62c
13027.92c
14028.62c
14029.62c
14030.62c
15031.66c
16000.62c
17035.62c
17037.62c
19000.62c
20000.62c
22000.62c
24050.62c
24052.62c
24053.62c
24054.62c
25055.62c
26054.62c
26056.62c
26057.62c
26058.62c
28060.62c
28061.62c
28062.62c
28064.62c
29063.62c
29065.62c
30000.42c
35079.55c
35081.55c
40000.66c
41093.66c
42000.66c
50000.42c
64152.66c
64154.66c
64155.66c
64156.66c
64157.66c
64158.66c

Data file
Actia/b-vi.8
Endf/b-vi.1
Endf/b-vi.0:x
Endf/b-vi.6
Actia/b-vi.8
Endf/b-vi.0
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.6
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Actia/b-vi.8
Endl-Llnl:x
Lanl/t
Lanl/t
Endf/b-vi.1
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.0
Endl/Llnl:x
Endf/b-vi.4
Endf/b-vi.4
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.0

Table
64160.66c
72174.66c
72176.66c
72177.66c
72178.66c
72179.66c
72180.66c
82206.66c
82207.66c
82208.66c
92234.69c
92235.69c
92236.69c
92238.69c
93237.69c
94239.69c
94240.69c
94241.69c
94242.69c
95241.69c

Data file
Endf/b-vi.0
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.2
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6
Endf/b-vi.6x
Lanl-t16
Lanl-t16
Lanl-t16
Lanl-t16

Cross section libraries
used in set 2

Lanl-t16
Lanl-t16
Lanl-t16
Lanl-t16
Lanl-t16
Lanl-t16

S(α,β) data
Lwtr.60t
Lwtr.61t
Lwtr.62t
Poly.60t

Endf/b-vi.3
Endf/b-vi.3
Endf/b-vi.3
Endf/b-vi.3
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Appendix 3 USLSTATS input file
Heterogeneous Experiments x=EALF
0.995 0.95 0.95 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.05
1.74930E-07
0.99165
0.00182
2.54840E-07
0.99421
0.00320
2.01010E-07
0.99376
0.00320
1.93550E-07
0.99059
0.00170
1.69020E-07
0.98988
0.00170
1.73170E-07
0.99015
0.00170
1.53280E-07
0.98889
0.00170
1.56630E-07
0.98907
0.00170
1.44550E-07
0.98843
0.00180
1.51990E-07
0.99013
0.00200
2.03200E-07
0.99574
0.00240
1.73000E-07
0.99339
0.00190
2.00480E-07
0.99522
0.00190
2.03690E-07
0.99138
0.00190
2.09910E-07
0.98682
0.00220
1.77020E-07
0.98606
0.00190
2.09720E-07
0.99020
0.00240
1.76690E-07
0.98902
0.00200
2.10510E-07
0.99140
0.00270
1.77140E-07
0.98976
0.00210
1.57680E-07
0.98842
0.00190
8.12380E-08
0.99806
0.00611
7.00440E-08
1.00224
0.00611
6.78250E-08
1.00364
0.00611
6.65890E-08
1.00317
0.00611
6.56090E-08
1.00296
0.00611
6.46880E-08
1.00272
0.00612
2.52010E-07
0.99125
0.00166
2.32010E-07
0.98905
0.00147
2.00600E-07
0.98902
0.00146
1.84630E-07
0.99239
0.00283
1.78070E-07
0.99300
0.00282
1.72040E-07
0.99397
0.00283
1.65660E-07
0.99186
0.00282
9.84660E-08
0.99429
0.00312
9.83610E-08
0.99065
0.00312
3.20830E-07
0.99483
0.00283
3.07360E-07
0.99612
0.00283
2.97020E-07
0.99625
0.00283
2.91150E-07
0.99594
0.00283
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Appendix 4 USLSTATS graphs
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Figure 32 keff as a function of H/U for the 31 experiments set 1
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Figure 33 keff as a function of H/U for the 31 experiments set 2
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MCNP5 / Set 1 Kritz high temp
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Figure 34 keff as a function of H/X for the 31 experiments set 1
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Figure 35 keff as a function of H/X for the 31 experiments set 2
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Figure 36 keff as a function of EALF for the 31 experiments set 1
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Figure 37 keff as a function of EALF for the 31 experiments set 2
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Figure 38 keff as a function of enrichment for the 31 experiments set 1
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Figure 39 keff as a function of enrichment for the 31 experiments set 2
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Figure 40 keff as a function of temperature for the 31 experiments set 1
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Figure 41 keff as a function of temperature for the 31 experiments set 2
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Figure 42 keff as a function of content of boron for the 31 experiments set 1
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Figure 43 keff as a function of content of boron for the 31 experiments set 1
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Appendix 5 Results for manual distribution of gadolinium in five zones.

Table 11 Results for manual distribution of gadolinium in five zones for several
burn-ups.
Burn-up / MWd/tU
5000
7000
9000
13000
15000

kinf, PHOENIX4
0.86007
0.86495
0.8713
0.88588
0.89194

keff,
PHX2MCNP
0.86355
0.86583
0.87014
0.88078
0.88687

keff, PHX2MCNP Gd157

0.87458
0.88799
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Appendix 6 details about phx2mcnp
An overview over the new version of the script can be seen in Figure 44.

Isotopic compositions
From PHOENIX4
output
MCNP template with
geometry and neutron
source description

PHX2 MCNP
main input
(files, temperature)

PHX2MCNP

FOBUS output
for BA distribution

Complete
MCNP input

PHOENIX4 to MCNP
Isotope dictionary
Including error estimates
and scale factors

Figure 44 Overview over PHX2MCNP version 2
As seen above the new version needs a new input, namely the FOBUS files to
distribute the gadolinium properly. The two other changes are in the main input
file and the MCNP template. The new version of PHX2MCNP is able to write the
densities in the BA rods divided into several zones. The use of this feature is
optional.
A6.1 User guide
This user guide gives a complete guide to run PHX2MCNP version 2.
A6.1.1 Running PHX2MCNP
To run the script the user writes the following command:
>crit PHX2MCNP [–v <version>] inputfile
There can only be one input file specified, if several are specified the script will
print a message on the screen and self terminate. The input [–v <version>] is
optional and able the user to chose which version of the script will be used; else
the default version will be used [4].
A6.1.2 Main input file
The input file for version 2 is very similar to the one for version 1. The user needs
to define the location for the conversion table, the MCNP template file, the MCNP
input directory and the PHOENIX files as well as specifying the temperature in
Kelvin. To this point the input file looks the same as it would in version 1. To be
able to distribute the gadolinium in several zones the location for the FOBUS files
needs to be specified. This is done by the following line:
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FOBUS:

<lattice> <isotope> <path to file>

where
FOBUS: is the keyword needed to identify what information the line represents.
<lattice> specifies the unique lattice name needed for pin identification. The
lattice name must be the same as the ones written in the LATTICE lines of the
input file.
<isotope> specifies the PHOENIX4 isotope needed for pin identification.
<path to file> is the path to the FOBUS output file.
The user also needs to specify a vector called the condvector needed for relating
the zones in FOBUS to the wanted ones in MCNP. The vectors elements should be
as many as the number of zones wanted in MCNP and in numeric order. The first
element should be the number of last zone in FOBUS the first zone in MCNP
should contain. For example is FOBUS is divided into 30 zones and the user
wants 5 zones in MCNP the condvectors elements would be: 6 12 18 24 30.
An example of an input file for PHX2MCNP version 2:
ISOCONVTABLE: ../bin/isotable
LATTICE : top top-phx.out
LATTICE : middle middle-phx.out
LATTICE : bottom bottom-phx.out
MCNPTEMPLATE: svea96-template
MCNPINPUTDIR: svea96
TEMPERATURE : 293.6
FOBUS:
top 99164 99303.print
FOBUS:
middle 99164 99304.print
FOBUS:
bottom 99164 99305.print
CONDVECTOR: 6 12 18 24 30
Note that if all the FOBUS lines and CONDVECTOR are missing the version 2
work as the previous version 1.
A6.1.3 MCNP template file
As for the version 1 of the script the user needs to create a MCNP template file
which contains all geometry specifications and neutron sources. For the script to
be able to distribute the isotopes in several zones the user need to create the cells,
surfaces and material needed for several zones. To identify for the script which
lines to be replaced the user writes the following line:
mN ZZZAAA.nnX d $LAT(<lattice name>)PIN(<r>,<c>)ZONE(z)
where
mN ZZZAAA.nnX d $LAT(<lattice name>)PIN(<r>,<c>) is the same as for version
1.
ZONE(z) is to identify which zone the material is in. If the keyword ZONE is
missing the script replaces the material as before, with no consideration to zones.
An example of a complete template file is shown below:
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C CELL CARDS
1 111 -1
-5
imp:n=1 $fuel pellet Zone 1
2 112 -1
5 -4
imp:n=1 $fuel pellet Zone 2
3 113 -1
-4 3
imp:n=1 $fuel pellet Zone 3
4 114 -1
-3 2
imp:n=1 $fuel pellet Zone 4
5 115 -1
-2 1
imp:n=1 $fuel pellet Zone 5
60
1 -6 12 -13
imp:n=1 $gas gap
7 1002 0.043290082 6 -7 12 -13
imp:n=1 $cladding
8 1003 0.100325 7 8 -9 10 -11 12 -13 imp:n=1 $water
90
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8
imp:n=0 $outside
C SURFACE CARDS
1 cz 0.424
$pellet Zon 5
2 cz 0.379
$pellet Zon 4
3 cz 0.328
$pellet Zon 3
4 cz 0.268
$pellet Zon 2
5 cz 0.190
$pellet Zon 1
6 cz 0.4315
$cladding inner radius
7 cz 0.492
$cladding outer radius
8px -0.65
$half lattice pitch
9 px 0.65
10 py -0.65
11 py 0.65
12 pz -1000
13 pz 1000
C DATA CARDS
C MATERIAL CARDS
C BURNABLE CELLS
m111 92235.69c 0.05
$LAT(spc)PIN(1,1)ZONE(1)
92238.69c 0.95
8016.62c 0.2
m112 92235.69c 0.05
$LAT(spc)PIN(1,1)ZONE(2)
92238.69c 0.95
8016.62c 0.2
m113 92235.69c 0.05
$LAT(spc)PIN(1,1)ZONE(3)
92238.69c 0.95
8016.62c 0.2
m114 92235.69c 0.05
$LAT(spc)PIN(1,1)ZONE(4)
92238.69c 0.95
8016.62c 0.2
m115 92235.69c 0.05
$LAT(spc)PIN(1,1)ZONE(5)
92238.69c 0.95
8016.62c 0.2
C
C CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
m1002 40000.66c 4.2643E-2 $zircaloy
50000.42c 5.0012E-4
26000.55c 7.0857E-5
24000.50c 7.6105E-5
m1003 1001.62c 6.6874E-2 $water
8016.62c 3.3451E-2
mt1003 lwtr.60t
C
C SOURCE CARDS
kcode 50000 1.0 50 500
sdef x=d1 y=d2 z=d3
si1 -0.65 0.65
sp1 0 1
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si2 -0.65 0.65
sp2 0 1
si3 -1000 1000
sp3 0 1

Two examples of a fuel cell in MCNP can be seen in Figure 45 for version 1 and in
Figure 46 for version 2.

Figure 45 One fuel rod in MCNP

Figure 46 one fuel rod divided into five zones in MCNP
The script is written in python and consists of one main code called PHX2MCNP
and one function called rdfobus. The codes for both of them can be seen in Appendix
7.
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Appendix 7 PHX2MCNP general code
A7.1 Phx2mcnp
#!/usr/bin/env python
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
# Copyright (c) 2007 Westinghouse Electric Sweden AB
#
# All rights reserved
#
# Westinghouse Proprietary Class 2
#
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
# The copyright to the computer programs/scripts herein is the property of #
# Westinghouse Electric Sweden AB. The programs/scripts may be used or
#
# copied only with the written permission of Westinghouse Electric Sweden AB #
# or in accordance with the terms of the agreement under which the
#
# programs/scripts have been supplied.
#
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
# Python script to generate mcnp input file from Phoenix4 print file
#
# File: %M%
# Version: %I%
# Date: %E%
#
import re,sys,os,time,getpass, rdfobus
def transformIsotopeToMcnpIsotope(phxZaid):
'''
for every phxZaid request, return mcnp zaid with library
in a string
'''
try:
mcnpInfo = cTableDict[phxZaid]
phxNumbDensError = mcnpInfo[0]
if mcnpInfo[-1] == '-':
#print 'WARNING: NO MCNP ISOTOPE FOR PHOENIX ZAID '+phxZaid
return None
else:
pos = 2
t = mcnpInfo[pos]
diff = abs(temperature-float(t))
for i in range(5,len(mcnpInfo),3):
tmp = abs(temperature-float(mcnpInfo[i]))
if tmp < diff:
diff = tmp
pos = i
mcnpZaid = mcnpInfo[pos-1]
t = mcnpInfo[pos]
mcnpIsotopeScale = mcnpInfo[pos+1]
return [mcnpZaid,phxNumbDensError,mcnpIsotopeScale]
except (KeyError,AttributeError):
print 'WARNING: PHOENIX ZAID '+phxZaid+' NOT IN CONVERSION LIBRARY'
return None
def getConversionTable(conversionTableFile):
'''
return conversion table as a dictionary
'''
try:
cTable = open(conversionTableFile,'r')
cTableLines = cTable.readlines()
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except IOError:
print 'FATAL ERROR: NO CONVERSION TABLE FILE FOUND'
print 'EXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
else:
cTable.close()
cTableDict = {}
for line in cTableLines:
if re.match('[0-9]',line[0]) or line[0] == '*':
line = line.strip().split()
tmp = line[0]
if not tmp == '*':
phxZaidKey = tmp
try:
cTableDict[phxZaidKey].extend(line[1:])
except KeyError:
cTableDict[phxZaidKey] = line[1:]
try:
cTableDict[phxZaidKey][0] = float(cTableDict[phxZaidKey][0])
except ValueError,k:
print 'INVALID ERROR ESTIMATE: '+str(k).split()[-1]
print 'EXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
else:
cTableDict[phxZaidKey].extend(line[1:])
elif re.match('#',line[0]):
line = line
else:
print 'FATAL ERROR: LINE MUST START WITH PHX ZAID, * or #:'
print line.rstrip()
print 'EXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
return cTableDict
def returnPinMcnpFormat(mCardNr,pinCompPlusContents,latName,Zone,fobus,condvector):
'''
returns mcnp output format lines for all isotopes
for one pin
'''
regPhxBAIsotope = re.compile('99[1,3][0-9][0-9]')
allTheLines = []
mCardWritten = False
sumNumDens = 0
while len(pinCompPlusContents) != 0:
phxZaid = pinCompPlusContents.pop(0)
numDens = float(pinCompPlusContents.pop(0))
remFrac = 1
if regPhxBAIsotope.search(phxZaid):
remFrac = float(pinCompPlusContents.pop(0))
if Zone !=0:
Key=';'.join([latName,phxZaid])
if Key not in fobus:
pathFobus=dict[Key]
rfracs,ndistrs,conVols=rdfobus.BAdistTbl(pathFobus,condvector)
fobus[Key]=[rfracs,ndistrs,conVols]
else:
rfracs,ndistrs,conVols=fobus[Key]
dist=rdfobus.getBAdistr(remFrac,rfracs,ndistrs,conVols)
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numDens=dist[Zone-1]*numDens
phxZaid = str(int(int(phxZaid)/100))
mcnpIsotope = transformIsotopeToMcnpIsotope(phxZaid)
if mcnpIsotope != None and numDens != 0:
mcnpZaid,phxNumbDensError,mcnpZaidScale = mcnpIsotope
numDens = numDens*remFrac*(1+float(phxNumbDensError)/100)
numDens = numDens * float(mcnpZaidScale)
sumNumDens = sumNumDens + numDens
if mCardWritten:
tmp = 5*' '+mcnpZaid+' '+str(numDens)
allTheLines.append(tmp)
else:
mCardWritten = True
tmp = 'm'+mCardNr+' '+mcnpZaid+' '+str(numDens)
allTheLines.append(tmp)
return (allTheLines,sumNumDens)
def getTemplateWithIsotopesWritten(mcnpTemplateFile,allLattices,fobus,condvector):
'''
returns template files lines with isotopes written
and a dictionary with total number density
for each material
'''
regPin = re.compile('\$LAT\( *([^)]+) *\)PIN(\( *[0-9]+ *, *[0-9]+ *\))(.*)')
mcnpTemplateLines = []
totalNumberDensity = {} #use: material number as key, numDens as value
foundLatPin = False
try:
mcnpTemplateFile = open(str(mcnpTemplateFile),'r')
mcnpTemplateFileLines = mcnpTemplateFile.readlines()
except IOError:
print 'FATAL ERROR: NO MCNP TEMPLATE FILE FOUND\nEXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
else:
mcnpTemplateFile.close()
for line in mcnpTemplateFileLines:
line = line.rstrip()
m = regPin.search(line)
if m:
foundLatPin = True
mCardNr = line.split()[0][1:]
latName = m.group(1)
pinCord = eval(m.group(2))
Zone=m.group(3)
if Zone =='':
Zone=0
else:
Zone=Zone.split('(')
Zone=Zone[1].split(')')
Zone=int(Zone[0])
try:
pinCompPlusContents = \
allLattices[latName].getPinContents(pinCord)
(pinMcnpFormat,sumNumDens) = \
returnPinMcnpFormat(mCardNr,pinCompPlusContents,latName,Zone,fobus,condvector)
totalNumberDensity[mCardNr] = sumNumDens
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except KeyError:
print 'LATTICE NAME MISSMATCH\nEXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
for line in pinMcnpFormat:
mcnpTemplateLines.append(line)
elif foundLatPin:
if re.match('^ {5}',line):
line = line #erase all other isotopes
else:
foundLatPin = False
mcnpTemplateLines.append(line)
else:
mcnpTemplateLines.append(line)
return (mcnpTemplateLines,totalNumberDensity)
def templateToFile(mcnpTemplateFileLines,totalNumberDensity):
'''
replaces number densities and returns the lines to write
to mcnp input
'''
mcnpTemplateWithCellDensityLines = []
cellLines = []
regCellCard1 = re.compile('^ {0,4}[0-9]+ +[0-9]+ *')
regCellCard2 = re.compile('^ {0,4}[0-9]+ +like +[0-9]+ +but.+mat.+')
regMat = re.compile('mat *= *[0-9]+')
regRho = re.compile('rho *= *[^ ]+')
while len(mcnpTemplateFileLines) != 0:
line = mcnpTemplateFileLines.pop(0).split('$')[0].rstrip()
nextLine = mcnpTemplateFileLines[0]
if len(line.strip()) == 0:
#write the rest to file (surface cards, material cards, ...)
mcnpTemplateWithCellDensityLines.append('')
mcnpTemplateWithCellDensityLines.extend(mcnpTemplateFileLines)
break
#collect continuation lines
while re.match('^ {5,}',nextLine) or line[-1] == '&':
tmp = mcnpTemplateFileLines.pop(0).split('$')[0].strip()
if nextLine[0] == ' ':
line = line + ' ' + tmp
else:
line = line.split('&')[0] + ' ' + tmp
nextLine = mcnpTemplateFileLines[0]
line = line.split()
line = ' '.join(line)
#replace number density
if regCellCard1.match(line):
line = line.strip().split('$')[0].split()
mat = line[1]
try:
line[2] = str(totalNumberDensity[mat])
line = ' '.join(line)
except KeyError:
#skip other cell than pellet cell
line = ' '.join(line)
elif regCellCard2.match(line):
matNr = regMat.search(line)
m = ''.join(matNr.group().split())[4:]
try:
rho = regRho.search(line)
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if rho:
line = regRho.sub('rho='+str(totalNumberDensity[m]),line)
else:
line = regMat.sub(matNr.group() + \
' rho='+str(totalNumberDensity[m]),line)
except KeyError:
line = line
#return lines in mcnp format
if not len(line) > 80:
mcnpTemplateWithCellDensityLines.append(line)
else:
line = line.split()
tmp = line[0]
for i in range(1,len(line)):
if len(tmp+line[i]) > 80:
mcnpTemplateWithCellDensityLines.append(tmp)
tmp = ' '+line[i]
else:
tmp = tmp + ' ' + line[i]
mcnpTemplateWithCellDensityLines.append(tmp)
return mcnpTemplateWithCellDensityLines
def printToFile(path):
'''
final print to file
'''
mcnpInputFile = open(path,'w')
for line in linesToWrite:
mcnpInputFile.writelines(line+'\n')
mcnpInputFile.close()
print 'OUTPUT WRITTEN TO FILE '+path
print 'OPERATION DONE'
def checkFiles(fileName):
'''
check if exists inp file
'''
m = re.match('inp(.*)',fileName)
if m != None:
m = m.group(1)
if m == '':
return 0
elif m.isdigit():
return int(m) + 1
else:
return None
class lattice:
def __init__(self,f):
'''
init lattice object
'''
self.pinTypeToCompPlus = {}
# usage pinTypeToCompPlus[pinType] = CompPlusNr
self.pinMapToPinType = []
# usage pinMapToPinType[row-1][col-1] = pinType
self.compPlusContents = {}
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# usage compPlusContents[CompPlusNr] = list of isotopes as string
regSplitOverlay = re.compile('/[0-9]+X|,[0-9]+X')
regSplitCompPlus = re.compile(' *, *')
regCompPlusNr = re.compile('[0-9]+\/')
regReady = re.compile('^ *[0-9*]+\) +READY')
regCompPlus = re.compile('^ *[0-9]+\) +COMPOSITION\+ +')
regPinType = re.compile('^ *([0-9]|\*)+\) +PIN TYPE')
regPinOverlay = re.compile('^ *([0-9]|\*)+\) +PIN OVERLAY *')
try:
phxFile = open(f,'r')
line = phxFile.readline()
while line.find('* P H O E N I X *') == -1:
line = phxFile.readline()
while True:
tmp = regCompPlus.match(line)
if tmp:
tmp = line[tmp.end():].rstrip()
if regCompPlusNr.search(tmp):
tmp = tmp.split('/')
compPlusNr = int(tmp[0])
tmp = tmp[1].split(',')[1:]
self.compPlusContents[compPlusNr] = \
','.join(tmp).replace(' ','')
else:
tmp = ''.join(tmp.split())
contents = self.compPlusContents[compPlusNr]
self.compPlusContents[compPlusNr] = contents + tmp
elif regPinType.search(line):
tmp1, tmp2 = line.split('/')
pinType = abs(int(tmp1.split()[-1]))
compPlus = int(tmp2.split(',')[1].rstrip())
self.pinTypeToCompPlus[pinType] = compPlus
elif regPinOverlay.match(line):
line = line.strip()
pos = regPinOverlay.match(line).end()
line = line[pos:].rstrip()
while line[-1] == ',':
tmp = phxFile.readline().strip()
while not regPinOverlay.match(tmp):
#to avoid page break
tmp = phxFile.readline().strip()
pos = regPinOverlay.match(tmp).end()
tmp = tmp[pos:].rstrip()
line = line + tmp
line = regSplitOverlay.split(line)
row = int(line[0][4:]) #ROW keyword in phoenix
for i in range(1,len(line)-1):
line[i] = abs(int(line[i].lstrip()))
for i in range(len(self.pinMapToPinType),row-1):
self.pinMapToPinType.append(None)
self.pinMapToPinType.append(line[1:])
else:
if regReady.match(line):
break
line = phxFile.readline()
phxFile.close()
except IOError:
print 'FATAL ERROR: NO PHOENIX OUTPUT FILE FOR LATTICE FOUND'
print 'EXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
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def getPinContents(self,pc):
'''
returns pin contents of lattice
'''
try:
(r,c) = pc
return self.compPlusContents\
[self.pinTypeToCompPlus[int(self.pinMapToPinType[r-1][c-1])]]\
.split(',')
except KeyError:
print 'WARNING: NO SUCH PIN '+str(pc)
#########################
print '-----------------------'
print ' PHX2MCNP v1.0.0'
print '-----------------------'
if len(sys.argv) == 2:
inputFile = sys.argv[1]
try:
inputFileOpen = open(inputFile,'r')
inputFileLines = inputFileOpen.readlines()
inputFileOpen.close()
except IOError:
print 'NO SUCH INPUT FILE FOUND\nEXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
else:
print 'WRONG NUMBER OF INPUT PARAMETERS'
print 'INPUT AS FOLLOWS: > phx2mcnp inputfile'
print 'EXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
dict = {}
for line in inputFileLines:
if line.find(':') != -1:
line = line.rstrip().split(':')
if line[1].lstrip() == '':
print 'MISSING VALUE(S) TO KEYWORD(S) IN INPUT FILE'
print 'EXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
else:
if line[0].find('LATTICE') != -1:
if 'LATTICE' not in dict:
dict['LATTICE'] = line[1].split()
else:
tmp = dict['LATTICE']
if line[1].split()[0] in tmp:
print 'NOT UNIQUE LATTICE NAMES'
print 'EXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
tmp = tmp+line[1].split()
dict['LATTICE'] = tmp
elif line[0].find('FOBUS') != -1:
rest=line[1].split()
lat,BAid,path=rest
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key=';'.join([lat , BAid])
if key not in dict:
dict[key] = path
else:
print 'NOT UNIQUE FOBUSFILE'
print 'EXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
elif line[0].find('CONDVECTOR') != -1:
condvector=line[1].split()
condvector=[int(x) for x in condvector]
else:
dict[line[0].strip()] = line[1].lstrip()
try:
latticeInfo = dict['LATTICE']
conversionTableFile = dict['ISOCONVTABLE']
mcnpTemplateFile = dict['MCNPTEMPLATE']
mcnpInputDir = dict['MCNPINPUTDIR']
temperature = float(dict['TEMPERATURE'])
except KeyError,k:
print 'MISSING KEYWORD '+str(k)+' IN INPUT FILE\nEXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
except ValueError,k:
k = str(k).split()[-1]
print 'INVALID TEMPERATURE '+ k
sys.exit()
cTableDict = getConversionTable(conversionTableFile)
allLattices = {}
for i in range(0,len(latticeInfo)/2):
allLattices[latticeInfo[2*i]] = lattice(latticeInfo[2*i+1])
fobus = {}
(mcnpTemplateFileLines,totalNumberDensity) = \
getTemplateWithIsotopesWritten(mcnpTemplateFile,allLattices,fobus,condvector)
linesToWrite = templateToFile(mcnpTemplateFileLines,totalNumberDensity)
info = ['C MCNP FILE GENERATED BY PHX2MCNP v2.0.0','C PHX2MCNP INPUT FILE: '+\
os.path.abspath(inputFile),'C TIME: '+\
time.strftime("%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",time.localtime()),\
'C USER: '+getpass.getuser(),'C ']
linesToWrite = info + linesToWrite
try:
if not os.path.isdir(mcnpInputDir):
if os.path.isfile(mcnpInputDir):
print 'COULD NOT CREATE MCNP INPUT DIRECTORY '+mcnpInputDir
print 'ALREADY EXISTING FILE'
print 'EXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
else:
os.mkdir(mcnpInputDir)
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if os.path.exists(mcnpInputDir+'/inp'):
l = [checkFiles(f) for f in os.listdir(mcnpInputDir+'/')]
printToFile(mcnpInputDir+'/inp'+str(max(l)))
else:
printToFile(mcnpInputDir+'/inp')
m=0
except OSError:
print 'OS ERROR: COULD NOT WRITE OUTPUT FILE\nEXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()

A7.2 rdfobus
import sys
def BAdistTbl(fobusFile, condvector):
'''
Get BA isotope (Gd155+Gd157) radial distribution as the function of
remaining fraction. The distribution x[i] is normalized so that
N[i] = AvgN*x[i]
Args: fobusFile - Fobus printout file (with detailed results)
condvector - last radius number included in condensation;
radius 1 is in the middle
Returns 3 lists: rem. fractions, corresponding Gd157 distr, region vols
'''
def findLineStartingWith(text):
line = ffil.readline()
while line:
if line.startswith(text): return line
else: line = ffil.readline()
else:
return ''
def findLineEndingWith(text):
line = ffil.readline()
while line:
if line.rstrip().endswith(text): return line
else: line = ffil.readline()
else:
return ''
def readValues(nVal):
values = []
n=0
line = ffil.readline()
while line:
items = line.split()
itmlen = len(items)
n1 = min(itmlen, nVal-n)
values.extend(items[0:n1])
n += n1
if n < nVal:
line = ffil.readline()
else:
return [ float(x) for x in values ]
else:
print 'FATAL ERROR reading %s' % (fobusFile)
print 'End of file before all data read.'
try:
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ffil = open(fobusFile,'r')
except IOError:
print 'FATAL ERROR: Cannot open file %s' % (fobusFile)
print 'EXECUTION TERMINATED'
sys.exit()
line = findLineStartingWith(' NUMBER OF ANNULI')
nFobusRadii = int(line.split('=')[1])
findLineStartingWith('0MICRO VOLUMES')
fobVols = readValues(nFobusRadii)
# Volumes of condensed regions
convec0 = [0] + condvector[0:-1]
conVols = [ sum(fobVols[i1:i2]) for i1, i2 in zip(convec0,condvector) ]
# Read nuclei numbers for iso 1 and 2 and dens distr. of iso 2 (Gd157)
# for burnup steps. Create list of remaining BA fractions and the
# corresponding list with condensed density distr of iso 2.
nbur = 0
rfracs = []
ndistrs = []
line = findLineStartingWith('0 MONTE CARLO RESULT')
while line:
nbur += 1
line = findLineStartingWith(' NUMBER OF NUCLEI') # for iso 1
niso1 = float(line.split('=')[1])
findLineStartingWith('0 DENSITY DISTRIBUTION') # for iso 2
ndens2 = readValues(nFobusRadii)
line = findLineStartingWith(' NUMBER OF NUCLEI') # for iso 2
niso2 = float(line.split('=')[1])
if nbur == 1: nba0 = niso1 + niso2
rfracs.append( (niso1 + niso2) / nba0 )
conDens2 = [ dens*vol for dens, vol in zip(ndens2 ,fobVols) ]
conDens2 = [ sum(conDens2[i1:i2]) for i1,i2 in zip(convec0,condvector) ]
avgDens2 = sum(conDens2) / sum(conVols)
conDens2 = [ nreg/vol/avgDens2 for nreg,vol in zip(conDens2,conVols) ]
ndistrs.append(conDens2)
line = findLineStartingWith('0 MONTE CARLO RESULT')
return rfracs, ndistrs, conVols
def getBAdistr(rmfrac,rfracs, ndistrs, conVols):
'''
Get interpolated distribution for a given remaining fraction rmfrac.
Args: rmfrac - remaining fraction value
rfracs - list of tabulated remaining fractions from Fobus
ndistrs - corresponding distributions of Gd157 from Fobus
conVols - condensed region volumes
Returns Gd-57 number dens. distribution for input rmfrac.
'''
tblen = len(rfracs)
for i in range(tblen):
if rmfrac > rfracs[i]:
if i == 0:
# rmfrac=1.0+internal repr. error
return ndistrs[0]
else:
i1 = i - 1
i2 = i
break
else:
# rmfrac < rfracs[-1], extrapolate
i1 = i - 1
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i2 = i
# Interpolate the distribution and renormalize it (extrapolation if
# rmfrac is lower than last value in rfracs)
s = (rmfrac - rfracs[i1]) / (rfracs[i2] - rfracs[i1] )
dist = [ d1+(d2-d1)*s for d1,d2 in zip(ndistrs[i1],ndistrs[i2]) ]
for i in range(len(dist)):
# zero negative values from extrapolation
if dist[i] < 0.0: dist[i] = 0.0
# Normalize
nAto = [ dens*vol for dens,vol in zip(dist,conVols) ]
avgDens = sum(nAto) / sum(conVols)
dist = [ dens/avgDens for dens in dist ]
return dist
# Test the functions
if __name__ == '__main__':
fobusFile = '99300.print'
condvector = [6,12,18,24,30] # last radius of group; counting starts from 1
rfracs, ndistrs, vols = BAdistTbl(fobusFile, condvector)
print 'Vols=', vols
print '\nDistribution table (rfrac and corresponding Gd157 distribution):'
for i in range( len(ndistrs) ):
print '%d:' % (i), rfracs[i], ndistrs[i]
print '\nInterpolation tests:'
for rf in [1.001, 0.94, 0.24648990533634915, 0.0243, 0.023818994638518894, 0.01, 0.0]:
dist = getBAdistr(rf,rfracs, ndistrs, vols)
print 'rf=',rf, ':', dist
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Appendix 8 Results for decay time
Table 12 Results for keff for decay time in days
Time( days)
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
370

Bottomzone
0.77383
0.77285
0.77276
0.77263
0.77225
0.77249
0.7724
0.7727
0.77323
0.77231
0.77241
0.77236
0.77262
0.77223
0.77243
0.77267
0.77239
0.77277
0.77245
0.77242
0.77235
0.77218

Midzone
0.75503
0.75454
0.75429
0.7542
0.75415
0.75377
0.75381
0.75381
0.75373
0.75384
0.75385
0.75379
0.7536
0.75401
0.75408
0.7538
0.75403
0.75352
0.75387
0.75368
0.7538
0.75351

Topzone
0.75563
0.75486
0.75484
0.75453
0.75448
0.75472
0.75469
0.75441
0.75495
0.75476
0.7546
0.75455
0.75426
0.75449
0.75445
0.75455
0.7546
0.7544
0.75414
0.7543
0.75457
0.75433

Bottomzone diff
0
0.01782
0.01773
0.0176
0.01722
0.01746
0.01737
0.01767
0.0182
0.01728
0.01738
0.01733
0.01759
0.0172
0.0174
0.01764
0.01736
0.01774
0.01742
0.01739
0.01732
0.01715

Midzone diff
0
-0.00109
-0.00134
-0.00143
-0.00148
-0.00186
-0.00182
-0.00182
-0.0019
-0.00179
-0.00178
-0.00184
-0.00203
-0.00162
-0.00155
-0.00183
-0.0016
-0.00211
-0.00176
-0.00195
-0.00183
-0.00212

Topzone diff
0
0.75486
0.75484
0.75453
0.75448
0.75472
0.75469
0.75441
0.75495
0.75476
0.7546
0.75455
0.75426
0.75449
0.75445
0.75455
0.7546
0.7544
0.75414
0.7543
0.75457
0.75433

Table 13 Results for keff for decay time in years
Time (years)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Bottomzone
0.77193
0.77189
0.77206
0.77183
0.77189
0.77119
0.77136
0.77094
0.77059
0.77084
0.76967
0.76912
0.76869
0.76846
0.76832
0.76842
0.76838
0.76871
0.76873

Midzone
0.75376
0.75301
0.7534
0.75296
0.75302
0.75281
0.7526
0.75232
0.75226
0.75237
0.75094
0.74991
0.74961
0.74969
0.74938
0.74955
0.74928
0.74939
0.74955

Topzone
0.75391
0.75412
0.75359
0.75358
0.75364
0.75319
0.75292
0.75299
0.75292
0.7524
0.75164
0.75085
0.75054
0.75055
0.75038
0.75038
0.75018
0.75052
0.75053

Bottomzone diff
0.0169
0.01686
0.01703
0.0168
0.01686
0.01616
0.01633
0.01591
0.01556
0.01581
0.01464
0.01409
0.01366
0.01343
0.01329
0.01339
0.01335
0.01368
0.0137

Midzone diff
-0.00187
-0.00262
-0.00223
-0.00267
-0.00261
-0.00282
-0.00303
-0.00331
-0.00337
-0.00326
-0.00469
-0.00572
-0.00602
-0.00594
-0.00625
-0.00608
-0.00635
-0.00624
-0.00608

Topzone diff
0.75391
0.75412
0.75359
0.75358
0.75364
0.75319
0.75292
0.75299
0.75292
0.7524
0.75164
0.75085
0.75054
0.75055
0.75038
0.75038
0.75018
0.75052
0.75053
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Appendix 9 Results PHX2MCNP v2 vs PHOENIX-KENO
Table 14 Results for keff for PHX2MCNP v2 for case A, B and C as a comparison
with PHOENIX-KENO

11000 MWd/tU

keff, PHX2MCNP v2
Lattice dim
/ cm x cm
Bottomzone
26x23
25x23
25x22

Case A

Case B

Case C

keff, PhoenixKENO

diff case
A

diff case
B

diff case
C

0.79795
0.81356
0.83988

0.78391
0.79930
0.82498

0.77383
0.7879
0.8130

0.78953
0.80334
0.82477

0.00842
0.01022
0.01511

-0.00562
-0.00404
0.000210

-0.01570
-0.01544
-0.01177

Midzone
26x23
25x23
25x22

0.77958
0.79465
0.81966

0.76582
0.78026
0.80421

0.75503
0.76870
0.79253

0.77779
0.7894
0.81086

0.00179
0.00525
0.00880

-0.01197
-0.00914
-0.00665

-0.02276
-0.02070
-0.01833

Topzone
26x23
25x23
25x22

0.78143
0.79604
0.82072

0.76703
0.78160
0.80599

0.75563
0.76940
0.79247

0.76513
0.77687
0.79794

0.01630
0.01917
0.02278

0.00190
0.00473
0.00805

-0.00950
-0.00747
-0.00547
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